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the eastern Cape socio-economic Council (eCseCC) is a schedule 

3 Public entity established in 1996 as a formal Consultative 

Council comprising the social partners of government, organised 

business, organised labour, the higher education sector and 

Ngos in the Province of the eastern Cape . 

eCseCC was established to assist Provincial government 

accelerate the pace of socio-economic transformation, and 

address the principal challenges of unemployment, inequality 

and poverty in the Province . 

over the past few years eCseCC has been instrumental in 

developing the Provincial growth and Development Plan (PgDP), 

which is our blueprint for eradicating poverty and growing the 

economy over the next 8 years . By 2014 we aim to have achieved 

an average annual growth rate of between 5%-8%; halved poverty 

and unemployment, and achieved a number of other human 

development targets aligned to the Millennium Development 

goals . 

Much of eCseCC’s work over the past year has revolved around 

three programmatic areas:

m e s s a ge 
f ro m  th e  p r e m i e r
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• facilitating sector strategies, such as the skills Development 

Plan and the Industrial Development strategy, which aim to 

strengthen the PgDP;

• aligning the plans and budgets of government around PgDP 

priorities through, for example, reviewing IDPs and the sector 

plans of Provincial government departments; and

• Mobilising and co-ordinating the work of our stakeholders 

and facilitating active development partnerships through, for 

example, the Provincial Jobs summit, in which all social partners 

have agreed to work together to implement programmes to rid 

the Province of unemployment and poverty . 

 

eCseCC also assisted my office in preparing job massification 

projects for inclusion in the accelerated and shared growth 

Initiative-south africa (asgIsa) . two of these projects were 

accepted - the Mzimvubu Development Zone Project and the 

forestry and timber Industry expansion Programme . We 

are excited at the possibilities that these projects hold for our 

rural economy, and are working tirelessly to ensure these 

projects get implemented efficiently and effectively . eCseCC 

has also supported my office in understanding bottlenecks in 

infrastructure delivery, with a view to improve the quality and 

quantity of infrastructure spending in the Province . 

I am also grateful to the work of eCseCC in its support of the 

Provincial aIDs Council, and in facilitating my own Premier’s 

Poverty alleviation fund . In the year under review the house of 

traditional Leaders has supported more than 150 households 

in Ngqamakhwe, tsolo, Maluti, and Mzimkhulu to achieve food 

security; the Ngo Coalition has established household and 

community food gardens that benefit 120 poor households in 

or tambo; and numerous women’s support centres across the 

Province have been supported to address gender based violence, 

child abuse, and hIV and aIDs . In addition, the eastern Cape 

Provincial Council of Churches has supported 42 poverty project 

across the Province, reaching 415 beneficiaries . 

Keep up the good work . 

honourable Mrs B N Balindlela

Premier, eastern Cape Province
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eCseCC’s core business over the past year has been to 

support Provincial government in implementing the Provincial 

growth and Development Plan (PgDP) and mobilising and co-

ordinating the activities of social partners around a coherent 

development agenda . 

eCseCC’s mandate of stakeholder co-ordination stems from the 

realisation that government cannot defeat poverty on its own, but 

instead needs to build a people’s partnership to create jobs and 

fight poverty . 

the year under review saw eCseCC move from strength to 

strength . firstly, significant progress was made to strengthen 

eCseCC’s governance systems and procedures . at its annual 

general Meeting convened in april 2005, a new Board of Directors 

was put in place, comprising the leadership of each of eCseCC’s 

six strategic partners – viz, Provincial government, organised 

local government, organised labour, organised business, the 

Ngo sector, and the higher education sector . 

chairperson’s report

cha i r p e r s o n’s  r e p o r t
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other highlights of the year include:

• the facilitation of a Provincial Job summit agreement which 

commits the social partners to a number of short, medium and 

long range outcomes in support of the 2014 targets of the PgDP;

• the packaging of provincial job massification projects for 

inclusion in the accelerated and shared growth Initiative: south 

africa;

• Initiating a number of research studies in support of a Provincial 

Industrial strategy; and 

• Work undertaken to develop PgDP targets for 2005/06 and efforts 

made to align the sector plans of departments and IDP to PgDP 

priorities . 

In addition, eCseCC achieved an unqualified audit opinion for the 

2004/05 financial year . 

While this by no means represents the sum total of eCseCC’s 

achievements over the past year, it gives some indication of the 

kind of strategic interventions being made by the organisation . 

Looking ahead, eCseCC is well positioned to continue its strategic 

think-tank role in the Province . Key projects with which it will 

be involved in 2006/07 include the finalisation of the Provincial 

Industrial strategy, which will tell us which sectors we should 

target for growth and job creation . the organisation will also be 

very involved in the District growth and Development summits, 

which aim to mobilise social forces around an agreed development 

path for each district economy . 

I wish eCseCC all the best for the year ahead and would like to 

thank the eCseCC Board members and staff for their dedication 

and commitment . 

MeC thobile Mhlahlo

Chairperson
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VIsIoN 

the vision of eCseCC is a poverty free eastern Cape in which all 

people have equitable access to social services and fully benefit 

from the economy .

MIssIoN 

eCseCC strives to be a centre of excellence in applied policy 

research, development planning and facilitation .

MaNDate 

 the mandate of eCseCC, as outlined in its founding Document, is 

“…to advise and assist provincial government achieve an integrated 

development strategy for the province and its constituent regions, 

in order to address the economic development of the province 

in terms of the rDP and in particular the needs of deprived 

communities and underdeveloped areas .” (founding Document)
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this suggests that eCseCC is both an advisory and decision 

support body to government, as well as a social compacting 

institution that facilitates development partnerships and trade-

offs among and between the social partners . 

the more specific objectives contained in eCseCC’s founding 

Document are: 

• to facilitate and co-ordinate the implementation of development 

programmes between all key stakeholders in the Province of the 

eastern Cape;

• to facilitate development by providing an avenue for formal inputs 

into the policy-making process of government;

• to support government in advancing the efficient delivery of 

development; 

• to empower communities and the grassroots structures of civil 

society to engage in development; and 

• to assist the provincial government in developing policies and 

strategies that will facilitate the growth of the provincial economy . 

 De VeLoPMeNt ChaLLeNges 

the core socio-economic challenges around which the 

organisation’s current strategy and programmes are formulated 

include:

• Uneven development, poverty and high concentrations of wealth 

and related inequality;

• structural weakness in the Provincial economy, illustrated 

in high levels of unemployment and low levels of fixed capital 

formation;

• transforming the underdeveloped agrarian economy of the 

former Bantustan areas of the Province;

• the need to develop an active industrial strategy to diversify 

out of dependence on the auto-sector into new niche sectors 

and provide long range demand signalling for infrastructure 

investment;

• the need for more effective human resource development co-

ordination to address the low skills base of the Province;

e xe c u t i ve  d i r e c t o r ’s  r e p o r t
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 • state capacity to achieve efficiency gains in and improve impact 

of social wage expenditure, as well as play a more active role in 

facilitating pro-poor economic development; and 

• Challenges of hIV/aIDs which threatens to undermine PgDP 

targets of halving unemployment and poverty by 2014 . 

Progr aMMe strUCtUre

eCseCC’s programmes for 2005/06 were as follows: 

• the strategy and Planning Programme that undertook sector 

research and planning and provided ongoing planning support to 

Provincial government, municipalities and other relevant agencies 

to ensure strategic and operational alignment to PgDP priorities;

 • the stakeholder Mobilisation Programme that mobilised various 

communities of development practice in support of the PgDP; 

• the Information and Monitoring Programme that developed 

socio-economic intelligence to enable evidence-based planning 

and performance monitoring of all PgDP programmes; 

• the Local economic Development support Programme that 

provided LeD research and institutional support to provincial 

executive director’s report
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departments and municipalities to ensure effective delivery of 

the eU-funded LeD support Programme;

• the eastern Cape aIDs Council support Programme that 

provided secretariat and technical support to the eastern Cape 

aIDs Council to improve the co-ordination and impact of hIV and 

aIDs programmes in the Province; and 

• the Premier’s Discretionary fund Programme that aimed to 

build partnerships between government, civil society, and other 

groupings, such as traditional leaders, to fight poverty in the 

eastern Cape . 

hIghLIghts of 2005/06

firstly eCseCC, in partnership with the Department of economic 

affairs, environment and tourism (Deaet), facilitated the 

Provincial Job summit . eCseCC played a key role in facilitating 

the development of an agreement which commits the various 

partners to a number of concrete outcomes that will accelerate 

job creation in the Province . going forward, eCseCC will monitor 

implementation of the Job summit agreement to ensure that 

outcomes are realised, as well as ensuring the integration 

of prioritised interventions into the Provincial growth and 

Development Plan . eCseCC will also have a key role to play 

in supporting the planned sector summits and growth and 

Development summits in the district municipalities and the 

metro . 

secondly, again in partnership with Deaet, eCseCC undertook 

three research studies as the first step in the process of developing 

a Provincial Industrial strategy . the Industrial strategy, due to be 

launched in 2006/07, will identify the key growth and employment 

drivers in the Province and suggest what supply side measures 

need to be put in place to realise this growth potential . 

the third highlight of the year was the review of all 46 Integrated 

Development Plans in terms of alignment to the PgDP . the 

research findings were presented in roadshows in each district 

municipality and presented at the 2005 Provincial IDP hearings . 

another achievement in the year under review was the 

completion of the Provincial skills Development Plan, which was 

facilitated in partnership with the office of the Premier and the 

Department of education . this skills Development Plan identifies 
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practical actions to rapidly develop skills and capacity in six 

prioritised sectors, namely tourism, manufacturing, agriculture, 

infrastructure, the social sector, and local government . 

the fifth highlight of the year was the completion of the PgDP 

poster which provides an outline of targets and budgets for the 

2005/06 financial year, as well as achievements for 2004/05 . this 

poster- distributed for public consumption – is in line with the 

aim of ensuring transparency and accountability with respect to 

all PgDP programmes . 

the sixth achievement of eCseCC over the past year was the 

packaging of asgIsa job massification projects - the Mzimvubu 

Development Zone and the forestry and timber expansion 

Programme; 

the year also saw eCseCC focusing on measures and systems to 

strengthen the organisation . these included governance policies 

(such as Board Charters) to improve corporate governance, as 

well as an internal human resource policy . the organisation also 

initiated the process of developing a performance management 

and development system . financial and compliance systems 

executive director’s report
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in the organisation remained sound, with eCseCC achieving an 

unqualified audit opinion . 

LooKINg ahe aD 

going forward into 2006/07, eCseCC will retain much of its 

strategic focus on supporting PgDP implementation . In support 

of achieving PgDP growth and employment targets, eCseCC 

will finalise the Provincial Industrial strategy and facilitate 

sector processes to leverage (public and private) investment and 

address constraints in labour absorbing sectors where we have 

competitive advantage .

eCseCC will also be centrally involved in facilitating growth 

and Development summits in the six district municipalities and 

the metro . these summits will be key platforms for aligning 

the priorities of the various spheres of government (asgIsa, 

PgDP and IDPs), as well as forging active partnerships around a 

coherent development programme . 

eCseCC will also strengthen its role as the Provincial socio-

economic hub through the establishment of a growth and Jobs 

Barometer, to continually measure progress towards meeting 

growth and jobs targets . 

finally, I would like to thank the Board of Directors for exercising 

strategic leadership and my staff for their unwavering commitment 

and passion to placing eCseCC at the centre of consensus based 

development planning in the Province . 

andrew Murray

executive Director
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aligning the PgDP and IDPs;

• Providing planning and research support to the Cabinet Clusters 

to ensure more coherent and focused implementation of PgDP 

programmes .

 

hIghLIghts

feeding into the implementation and review of the PgDP, eCseCC 

developed a series of sector strategies in the area of human re-

source development, industrial development and infrastructure . 

In collaboration with sector departments, eCseCC engaged key 

stakeholders in order to input and strengthen the development of 

these strategies and, more importantly, lay a foundation for co-

operation and commitment on identified priorities .

another key highlight of the year under review refers to the 

poverty study that eCseCC undertook as part of the Provincial 

socio economic Profile . the findings of the study were presented 

and disseminated at both provincial and local government levels 

to be factored into the PgDP and IDPs .

str ategIC thrUst 

the primary purpose of the strategy and Planning Programme is to 

provide technical support to eCseCC’s stakeholders in the area of 

policy development and strategic planning . In terms of the unfolding 

PgDP, key issues that the Programme focuses on include:

• supporting the office of the Premier and the Department of 

economic affairs, environment and tourism in the development 

and implementation of an Industrial strategy for the eastern Cape;

• supporting the office of the Premier, and the Departments of 

Labour and education in its development and implementation of 

a demand-responsive skills Development Plan for the Province;

• supporting the office of the Premier, the Provincial treasury, 

the Department of economic affairs, environment and tourism, 

and the Departments of transport and Public Works in the 

development of  an infrastructure Plan for the Province;

• supporting the office of the Premier and Provincial treasury in 

aligning strategic Plans and budgets of Provincial departments 

to PgDP priorities;

• supporting the Department of housing, Local government and 

traditional affairs, as well as district and local municipalities in 

p ro g r a m m e 
p e r fo r ma n c e

s t r a t e g y  a n d  p l a n n i n g  u n i t
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A) 
A)

While recognising that AsGIsA does not constitute an 

overarching socio-economic development plan it does signal a 

shift in emphasis towards clearly defined state interventions in 

the economy to unlock growth and development, particularly in 

the core strategic areas of skills development, infrastructure 

and industrial policy. 

The focus of AsGIsA in the Eastern Cape is on the Umzimvubu 

and Forestry and Timber Industries Expansion Projects. These 

two core initiatives are considered critical to unlocking the 

potential of the most underdeveloped regions of the province 

and central to the PGDP objectives of agrarian transformation 

and diversifying the provincial economy out of its dependence 

on the auto sector. 

ACCElEr ATED AnD shArED GroW Th 
InITIATIvE oF soUTh AFrICA (A sGIsA)

The year 2005 marked a significant shift in the approach of 

government to addressing growth and development in south 

Africa. The launch of Accelerated and shared Growth Initiative 

of south Africa (AsGIsA) affirmed a process of exploring 

what would constitute a developmental state and how a 

developmental state could intervene to unblock obstacles to 

economic development while ensuring that the benefits of 

accelerated growth are shared by the poorest and most marginal 

sectors of society. AsGIsA in effect addresses a decade of state 

underinvestment in infrastructure while acknowledging that 

the current socio-economic growth path has not adequately 

addressed the needs of all south Africans. 

Jobs sUmmIT

Employment creation is undoubtedly one of the greatest 

challenges facing south Africa and the Eastern Cape in 

particular. building on the 1998 Presidential Jobs summit and 

2003 national Growth & Development summit, the Eastern 

Cape Jobs summit was held in February 2006 with a view to 

committing all social partners to address the challenge of 

unemployment in the Province. ECsECC played an important 

role in this process. It facilitated the development of the Job 

summit Agreement which commits the social partners to a 

number of short, medium and long term outcomes in support 

of 2014 targets of the PGDP. The Eastern Cape Jobs summit 

Agreement related to accelerated public investment and 

strategic infrastructure; a local procurement campaign; 

support to smmEs and Co-operatives; accelerated land reform 

and a commitment from provincial government to design and 

implement strategies for filling of vacant posts prioritising 

areas where service delivery is compromised by vacancies.

In response to the gaps that exist around alignment of national, 

provincial and local government plans and programmes, 

eCseCC, through the strategy and Development Unit, undertook 

a provincial review of IDPs . this was presented at the 2005 IDP 

hearings and road shows with a view to strengthening alignment 

between government plans and programmes .

eCseCC developed proposals for the two identified accelerated 

and shared growth Initiative Projects (asgIsa) . the projects 

form part of the Presidential initiative to kick-start and accelerate 

implementation of high impact projects . these were selected 

on their growth and job generation potential, their multiplier 

linkages, and their potential to leverage massive public and 

private investment into the second economy .

eCseCC, through the strategy Development Unit, continued to 

provide technical support to the social Needs and economic 

growth and Infrastructure Clusters and Committees . the main 

challenge facing Clusters includes, but is not limited to, the need 

for intergovernmental harmonisation of efforts and alignment of 

governmental initiatives to those of social partners .
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providing sustainable access to finance necessary to capitalise 

on local competitive advantage .

hIghLIghts

 emanating from a critical understanding that there needs to be a 

shift from past efforts characterised by small scale, stand alone 

projects, with limited chance of sustainability, to more long range 

systemic interventions, eCseCC undertook a study in this regard . 

the study analysed the competitive advantages and constraints 

in the jurisdiction of each district municipality . the findings will 

serve as a basis for developing realistic and credible Integrated 

Development Plans and feed into other initiatives .

eCseCC, through the Interim Programme Co-ordination Unit, 

produced a research report which examined the role and 

capability of local governments in the implementation of LeD . 

the report critically looked at four major aspects namely, 

development facilitation; governance and administration; service 

delivery and regulation . research findings were presented to all 

district municipalities and the metro .

str ategIC thrUst

Providing LeD analysis and planning support to municipalities 

has long been a niche area of eCseCC (first in the ProLeD and 

later in the rULeD programmes) . the focus of this programme 

over the next 5 years will be primarily around the eU-supported 

Local economic Development Programme . for the period under 

review, the programme focused on the provision of interim 

project management support to the Provincial LeD Programme . 

the overall aim of the Programme is to contribute to the PgDP 

objective of halving unemployment and poverty by 2014 .

the demand for and existing services provided by the Programme 

include:

• supporting municipalities in removing barriers to enterprise 

growth and in strengthening their LeD facilitation role;

• supporting local partnership groups to prepare competitiveness 

action plans;

• supporting private enterprises in undertaking private investment 

to capitalise on local competitive advantage;

• supporting financial institutions to pilot innovative means of 

p r o v i n c i a l  l e d  s u p p o r t  p r o g r a m m e
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the eastern Cape is no exception . While the former state owned 

companies and institutions that were turned into co-operatives, 

continue to be supported by the government, others, particularly 

in rural areas, townships or in the informal economy such as the 

stokvels or burial societies, are undercapitalised . the Mayibuye 

transport Corporation in Mthatha and the Magwa tea estate 

in Lusikisiki are examples of the government supported co-

operatives . 

given this, eCseCC, with the participation of the co-operatives 

movement and in partnership with Deaet, is currently developing 

a provincial co-operatives strategy . this strategy will, among 

other things, identify generic and sector specific obstacles 

to the development of the co-operatives movement and gear 

government support to address these challenges .

Co-oPer atIVes

over the past few years, south africa has come to recognise 

the important role of co-operatives and the potential that they 

have in contributing to the economy . the National growth and 

Development summit, held in July 2003, endorsed special 

measures to support co-operatives as part of strategies for 

job creation in the south african economy . however, with the 

exception of the large agricultural marketing, input supply and 

processing co-operatives, the co-operative movement remains 

underdeveloped in south africa . In view of this, the responsibility 

for co-operatives in government has been transferred from 

the Department of agriculture to the Department of trade and 

Industry, where a Co-operative enterprise Development Division 

was established . Moreover a Co-operatives Development act 

was passed in 2005, laying a foundation for a more active and 

supportive environment for co-operatives .
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hIghLIghts

200 indicators were developed and sent to Departments and the 

PCMU for use during the 2005/06 financial year . these indicators 

were modified and utilised to frame the PgDP monitoring 

indicators . 

four PgDP publications have been developed and distributed to 

the public . these publications speak to the strategic thrust and 

priority areas of the PgDP . 

eCseCC, through the Information and Monitoring Unit, provides 

information support to the eastern Cape social Needs cluster . 

In this regard, the Cluster is using the data collection tools 

developed by eCseCC with the hope that the remaining Clusters 

will follow suit . a shortened reporting tool by Cluster heads was 

also developed by eCseCC with the support of the PCMU .

eCseCC developed a PgDP website that is linked to the Provincial 

government Website for easy access by the general public .

str ategIC thrUst

the Information and Monitoring Programme (IMP) within eCseCC 

has been developed in response to meeting the socio-economic 

research, data management and monitoring and evaluation needs 

within the Province . given this, there are a number of specific 

challenges which the IMP seeks to address:

• responsiveness and delivery of appropriate socio-economic 

data, information and research to eCseCCs stakeholders;

• the development of a socio-economic database of the eastern 

Cape linked to meet the planning, monitoring and evaluation 

needs of the PgDP;

• evaluation of PgDP programmes;

• support to the PgDP in terms of socio-economic data for specific 

planning purpose as well as co-ordinating manufacturing, agro-

processing and other surveys for the sector studies .

i n f o r m a t i o n  a n d  m o n i t o r i n g  u n i t
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groW th aND JoBs

the eastern Cape at last seems to be heading towards sustained 

economic growth . the trends in the latest gDP-r figures released 

in November 2006 confirm the sector priorities identified in the 

PgDP, the Jobs summit and the emerging provincial industrial 

development plan . During 2005 the provincial economy almost hit 

5% economic growth (4 .8%) – the highest growth rate achieved 

over the past decade . the primary sector recorded the highest 

growth rate in economic output at a full 5% with agriculture, 

forestry and fishing accounting for the greatest share of the 

5% . the secondary sector (4 .8%) as well as the tertiary sector 

(4 .7%) were not far behind indicating a generalised upsurge in 

economic activity throughout the eastern Cape economy . Within 

the secondary sector, the construction sector (10 .1%) showed 

the greatest economic output with the manufacturing sector 

following at a distant 4 .2% . the tertiary sub sector showed a 

fairly even and generalised economic growth rate with finance, 

real estate and business services (5 .4%) only marginally ahead of 

the other tertiary sectors . general government services recorded 

the lowest growth rate (3 .9%) within the tertiary sector, signalling 

an optimistic trend in private services sector growth .
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e asterN CaPe gDP-r CoNstaNt 2000 PrICes - PerCeNtage ChaNges

Industry 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

Primary Industries -1 .5 4 .8 -4 .1 5 .6 -5 .9 23 .3 -10 .7 -3 .8 1 .2 5 .0

agriculture, forestry and fishing -1 .7 4 .9 -5 .7 7 .2 -5 .6 24 .2 -11 .2 -4 .3 1 .2 5 .2

Mining and quarrying 2 .2 3 .0 23 .9 -16 .1 -11 .8 7 .3 0 .7 5 .1 1 .0 1 .6

secondary Industries -0 .3 0 .9 -1 .7 2 .7 11 .2 6 .1 -1 .2 1 .1 4 .1 4 .8

Manufacturing -1 .5 0 .9 -1 .7 2 .1 13 .1 5 .6 1 .7 -2 .2 3 .7 4 .2

electricity and water 8 .9 0 .7 -2 .4 4 .6 4 .3 -1 .5 -22 .2 11 .4 2 .2 2 .3

Construction 4 .4 1 .1 -1 .4 6 .6 -0 .5 17 .6 -11 .8 30 .0 8 .8 10 .1

tertiary industries 4 .6 1 .7 0 .3 2 .6 3 .2 1 .0 3 .4 3 .2 4 .3 4 .7

Wholesale & retail trade; 
hotels & restaurants

3 .7 0 .0 1 .4 6 .6 6 .7 -6 .0 2 .1 4 .4 4 .8 5 .2

transport  and communication 6 .9 6 .3 2 .4 4 .9 5 .2 4 .7 10 .9 1 .6 2 .8 4 .3

finance, real estate and 
business services

6 .0 2 .9 -1 .0 -0 .8 -1 .0 9 .5 3 .6 5 .3 7 .9 5 .4

Community, social and 
other personal services

2 .9 0 .1 6 .1 3 .9 4 .8 2 .1 2 .5 4 .0 1 .8 4 .9

general government services 3 .8 0 .9 -2 .4 1 .5 2 .7 -2 .6 1 .2 0 .8 2 .2 3 .9

gDPr at market prices 3 .3 1 .8 -0 .4 2 .4 4 .3 2 .7 1 .7 2 .6 4 .2 4 .8

source: ssa

information and monitoring unit
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according to the Labour force survey, the eastern Cape economy 

lost 278 000 jobs in the period March 2001 to March 2004 . however, 

the period March 2004 to March 2006 saw a phenomenal 507 000 

jobs created . almost half of these were in the agriculture, hunting, 

forestry and fishing sectors (244 000) followed by wholesale 

and retail trade (129 000), manufacturing (44 000), construction  

(31 000), community services (25 000) and financial services (25 000) .

Between 2001 and 2004 the eastern Cape lost 178 000 jobs in the 

agriculture, hunting, forestry and fishing sectors with almost half 

of the employment in this sector being eroded (46%) . however, 

from March 2004 to March 2006 this was reversed with an increase 

of some 116%, or the creation of 244 000 jobs, in this sector . these 

large time-series variances in data suggest the need for more 

primary research to verify trends in the Labour force survey . 

given that most of the new jobs are in the informal agricultural 

sector, qualitative input is needed in order to maintain the quality 

and sustainability of these new jobs . this will be addressed in 

the eCseCC growth and Jobs Barometer which is to be launched 

in 2007 .

e asterN CaPe gDP-r CoNstaNt 2000 PrICes - PerCeNtage ChaNges

Industry 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

Primary Industries -1 .5 4 .8 -4 .1 5 .6 -5 .9 23 .3 -10 .7 -3 .8 1 .2 5 .0

agriculture, forestry and fishing -1 .7 4 .9 -5 .7 7 .2 -5 .6 24 .2 -11 .2 -4 .3 1 .2 5 .2

Mining and quarrying 2 .2 3 .0 23 .9 -16 .1 -11 .8 7 .3 0 .7 5 .1 1 .0 1 .6

secondary Industries -0 .3 0 .9 -1 .7 2 .7 11 .2 6 .1 -1 .2 1 .1 4 .1 4 .8

Manufacturing -1 .5 0 .9 -1 .7 2 .1 13 .1 5 .6 1 .7 -2 .2 3 .7 4 .2

electricity and water 8 .9 0 .7 -2 .4 4 .6 4 .3 -1 .5 -22 .2 11 .4 2 .2 2 .3

Construction 4 .4 1 .1 -1 .4 6 .6 -0 .5 17 .6 -11 .8 30 .0 8 .8 10 .1

tertiary industries 4 .6 1 .7 0 .3 2 .6 3 .2 1 .0 3 .4 3 .2 4 .3 4 .7

Wholesale & retail trade; 
hotels & restaurants

3 .7 0 .0 1 .4 6 .6 6 .7 -6 .0 2 .1 4 .4 4 .8 5 .2

transport  and communication 6 .9 6 .3 2 .4 4 .9 5 .2 4 .7 10 .9 1 .6 2 .8 4 .3

finance, real estate and 
business services

6 .0 2 .9 -1 .0 -0 .8 -1 .0 9 .5 3 .6 5 .3 7 .9 5 .4

Community, social and 
other personal services

2 .9 0 .1 6 .1 3 .9 4 .8 2 .1 2 .5 4 .0 1 .8 4 .9

general government services 3 .8 0 .9 -2 .4 1 .5 2 .7 -2 .6 1 .2 0 .8 2 .2 3 .9

gDPr at market prices 3 .3 1 .8 -0 .4 2 .4 4 .3 2 .7 1 .7 2 .6 4 .2 4 .8

source: ssa
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hIghLIghts

although the eastern Cape aIDs Council support Programme is no 

longer phyaically located at eCseCC, the organisation continues to 

play an important role in supporting the Council in its work, as well 

as monitoring its performance and impact .

through its Youth against hIV and aIDs initiative, eCaC organised 

young people to hold rallies with a view to broaden and promote 

wide ranging debates around stIs, hIV and aIDs and related issues 

among youth . this initiative targeted both in and out of school 

youth in order to ensure wide availability of appropriate, relevant 

and accessible information and services on hIV and aIDs . 

In an attempt to solicit commitment from people at both political 

and strategic levels, eCaC facilitated training of 20 Members of 

the Provincial Legislature . the overall goal is to have a common 

provincial response to issues around hIV and aIDs and therefore 

the target was both provincial and local governments . 

str ategIC thrUst 

eCseCC‘s role, as per the 2003 social needs Cabinet Committee 

decisions, was to establish the eastern Cape aIDs Council support 

Programme and set up a fully fledged secretariat . the eastern 

Cape aIDs Council support Programme provides secretariat and 

technical support to the eastern Cape aIDs Council to improve 

the co-ordination and impact of hIV and aIDs programmes in the 

Province . eCseCC’s key focus areas in this regard include:

• ensuring the provision of dedicated funding to eCaC;

• employment of a full-time secretariat;

• expanding membership to include representatives from all 

stakeholder formations;

• the establishment of sub-Committees with clear terms of 

reference;

• holding of regular quarterly meetings;

• establishing strong linkages with the social Needs Cabinet 

Committee and Cluster (tasked with driving the Provincial hIV/

aIDs Plan); 

• the development of a revised terms of reference for eCaC . 

e a s t e r n  c a p e  a i d s  c o u n c i l  s u p p o r t  p r o g r a m m e
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structures is to co-ordinate the work of different government 

departments as well as civil society organisations .

In an attempt to mobilise and raise awareness across the 

Province, eCaC was engaged in a number of campaigns . focusing 

on the rural areas, particularly on communities and community 

leadership, an awareness campaign was held in Qamata great 

Place . the theme was “traditional leaders rising to the challenge 

in partnership with institutions of government .” Building on these 

campaigns, eCaC organised the eastern Cape World aIDs day that 

took place at the Bhisho stadium . 

With respect to hIV and aIDs in the workplace, shop stewards from  

all CosatU affiliates in the Province, except for saCCaWU and 

sasBo, received training on life skills necessary to prevent the 

spread of hIV infection and the care of infected workers . In general  

the eCaC initiative targets the corporate businesses, sMMe’s, 

business federations and unions . this aims at ensuring working 

workplace policies, support systems for the infected and affected and 

social responsibility towards infected and affected is increased .

With the aim to have a co-ordinated response to hIV and aIDs in 

all municipalities, eCaC helped set up aIDs Councils in district 

and local municipalities across the Province . the aim of these 

hIV & aIDs

the prevalence of hIV in the eastern Cape is increasing . eCaCs 

review of the multisectoral response in the province shows that there 

is a need for intensification with regard to the response concerning 

the pandemic in terms of the scale, scope and rate of response . 

the epidemiology report shows that the spread of hIV in the eastern 

Cape is accelerating after a period of slower increase . Current hIV 

prevalence among antenatal attendants is 28 % . a striking feature 

is also that hIV prevalence among youth is disproportionately high 

compared to adultsas well as in comparison to growth trends 

among the youth in the other provinces . It is projected that in 2010 

hIV prevalence will peak at 16% of the provincial population and the 

aIDs death rate will peak in 2013 . 

 &

as an indication of the rate of response needed in treatment care 

and support, there are approximately 96 000 people currently 

needing arV treatment in the province . the number of orphans in 

the province, who are eligible for foster placement, stood at 116 000 

in 2003 and is expected to grow to 328 000 by 2010 .

source: aNC survey 2004
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• strengthening eCseCC’s role in ensuring policy formulation 

experiences of various stakeholders in the province are utilised 

and that they play a role in policy formulation in the province . 

• ensuring that capacity among the social partners is effectively 

involved in policy development and implementation continuously 

strengthened . 

• extending eCseCC’s mobilisation, support and capacity building 

to local government . this requires the consolidation of current 

activities around resource mobilisation, planning support and 

democratisation of the local state

str ategIC thrUst

the stakeholder Mobilisation Programme in the 2005/2006 

financial year, aimed at ensuring that conditions, experiences 

and perspectives of non-state actors be utilised and play a role 

in policy formulation in the province . such structures range from 

trade Unions to Ngos, social movements, co-operatives, credit 

unions and church based organisations . the programmes aimed 

at building capacity among some of the most strategic of these 

actors, with a particular focus on strategic planning . trade unions 

continue to be one of the constituencies that eCseCC works very 

closely with . however, the strategic planning and facilitation 

services of the programme are also extended to the provincial 

and local sphere of the state . 

the programme also aims at fostering a vibrant policy 

debate on socio economic issues and the policy dialogues and 

seminars contribute to this . the challenges that the stakeholder 

Mobilisation Programme is responding to include:

s t a k e h o l d e r  m o b i l i s a t i o n  p r o g r a m m e
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The programme is developed particularly to strengthen the 

capacity to develop and implement IDPs through:

• The understanding and appreciation of the evolution of local 

government policy and legislative framework post 1994 in south 

Africa; 

• An appreciation of the specifics of the socio-economic context 

of the particular municipality and the Province in general; 

• The mobilisation and utilisation of a range of analytical and 

other theoretical tools and approaches; 

• Promotion of a deeper understanding of what economic and 

social forces the IDP process has the possibility of mobilising. 

ECsECC hopes that the lessons drawn from developing and 

implementing the course will have an impact on how capacity 

development is approached in the local sphere of the state. It 

is expected that the approach will be taken to other areas as 

the course and methodology develops and special communities 

of interest emerge around it, in education and training circles, 

tertiary institutions, government and other social forces. 

KnoWlEDGE AnD ProGrEss

responding to a lack of debate on appropriate programmes for 

political and government leadership, ECsECC in 2003 and 2004 

developed the Knowledge and Progress programme (K&P) 

which is accredited with the University of Fort hare through 

the school of Public management and Development. K&P is 

an experience and reflection based programme, focusing on 

analysing and understanding participants’ experience and its 

context, rather than teaching technical or narrow responses to 

complex social problems. 

The programme was piloted for organised labour and in the 

course of 2005 and 2006, ECsECC worked on adapting the 

programme to the local sphere of the state. In this process, 

ECsECC has worked together with sAlGA, District and local 

municipalities, the Department of housing, local Government 

and Traditional Affairs, the Eastern Cape nGo Coalition, south 

African municipal Workers Union, CosATU, tertiary institutions 

and other resource people in the field. The K&P process in the 

local sphere of the state aims to pose a series of questions 

about the possibilities for developmental local government in 

the south African and specifically the Eastern Cape context.

 hIghLIghts

With a view to creating space for public dialogue and promoting 

public awareness in the eastern Cape . eCseCC entered into 

partnership with the University of fort hare, rhodes University 

and the harold Wolpe Memorial trust, harold Wolpe Lecture 

series in february 2006 . 

Upon consultation with national, provincial and local government, 

saLga, academic instructions and other local government and 

education practitioners, eCseCC developed a Knowledge and 

Progress capacity development programme for the local sphere 

of the state . In this regard, 20 trainers from saLga, eNCgoC 

and Walter sisulu University were trained as facilitators and are 

ready to work on the programme in the 2006/2007 financial year . 

s

With respect to trade Unions and Civil society, eCseCC, through 

the stakeholder Mobilisation Programme, facilitated preparatory 

workshops to ensure their maximum participation and inputs 

into the provincial Jobs summit in february 2006 . Work was 

also carried out with CosatU and NUMsa in preparation for the 

Industrial strategy process . 

eCseCC continued to support the eastern Cape aIDs council 

(eCaC) in planning and programme development . over the 

course of 2005/2006, esCseCC gradually scaled down its human 

resources dedicated to supporting the eCaC secretariat, as a 

fully staffed secretariat came into being . 
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The lecture series is held in the name of harold Wolpe. The late 

Wolpe was a long standing member of the liberation movement in 

south Africa and in exile, active in both the sACP and the AnC. 

harold Wolpe is perhaps best known for his contribution to our 

understanding of Apartheid capitalism through his articulation 

of modes of production. however Wolpe was also concerned 

with the relationship between liberation and education and 

made a significant contribution to education policy post 1994. 

launched in February 2006, at University of Fort hare in Alice, 

the first lecture was delivered by Dr. lungisile ntsebeza, on the 

land and agrarian question in south Africa. other lectures will 

be delivered by Prof. neville Alexander, roger ronnie, Dr. blade 

nzimande and Prof. neo simuanye.

haroLD WoLPe seMINar serIes 

As a way of extending the organisations’ partnerships with 

research and academic institutions in the Eastern Cape and 

nationally, ECEsCC in 2005 entered into a partnership with 

University of Fort hare, rhodes University and the harold Wolpe 

memorial Trust. The aim of the partnership is to create space for 

public discourse and dialogue and promote public awareness in 

the Eastern Cape, through the harold Wolpe lecture series. The 

overall focus of the lecture series for the 2006 calendar year is 

‘citizenship, society and development in the Eastern Cape’.

stakeholder mobilisation programme
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this led directly to the Job summit which was held in february 

2006 . for CosatU, it was important that the summit did not 

become ‘a Jamboree’ and that concrete programmes and 

interventions emerged from the summit .

the key issues and demands that CosatU took into the Jobs 

summit were increased investment in the marginalised economy; 

a moratorium on retrenchments and the filling of all vacant posts 

in the public sector; and a stop to privatisation and outsourcing of 

public services . other demands included improved public transport; 

accelerated response to the hIV and aIDs crisis; and accelerated 

land and agrarian transformation . Pertaining to the private 

sector the demands were local procurement; rescue packages 

for declining industries; and improved small business finance . 

CosatU’s positions and strong voice in the summit agreement 

negotiations left a solid imprint on the final agreement . 

tr aDe UNIoNs IN PoLICY 

In 2005, the Congress of south african trade Unions (CosatU) 

staged two general strikes, in June and october, to highlight the 

union’s jobs and poverty campaign . the march to office of the 

Premier in Bhisho, on June 26, saw 3000 people marching . this 

was one of the largest strikes in the eastern Cape . In addition to 

calls for an end to retrenchment, casualisation, flexible labour 

markets and protection of vulnerable industries, the resounding 

demand to government during the march was a provincial 

job summit . CosatU considered the summit instrumental 

in bringing together government, business and labour and to 

develop concrete measures that protect and create jobs in the 

public and private sectors in the Province . the october march 

directed the same demand to organised business in the major 

economic centres of the province . 
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hIghLIghts

highlights of the Premier’s Poverty alleviation fund Programme  

for the period under review relate to the appointment of the 

Programme Manager by eCseCC in July 2005 to manage, 

monitor and evaluate disbursement of funds and implementation 

of projects .

another key highlight speaks to initiatives implemented by 

partner organisations ranging from food security, nutrition and 

hIV/aIDs to human rights and gender based violence . 

support was provided to Woman support Centers, including  

Ikhwezi in Cathcart, Peddie in Peddie, Masonwabisane in 

Butterworth, Woman of hope in Cradock and Woman against 

Woman abuse in Port elizabeth, to compile project implementation 

plans and budgets .

Looking ahead, further financial assistance is envisaged from the 

Development Bank of southern africa (DBsa) and the National 

Development agency in the next financial year to fund projects that 

cannot be funded through the Premier’s Poverty alleviation fund .  

str ategIC thrUst

the office of the Premier has in its budget allocation for the 2006-

2008 Mtef made provision for fighting poverty and has resolved 

to utilise the funds allocated as the “Premier’s Poverty alleviation 

fund” . the Premier’s Poverty alleviation fund aims to contribute 

towards poverty alleviation by supporting partner organisations 

consisting of Civil society organisations and Chapter Nine 

organisations) to implement development initiatives that address 

health, food security, nutrition, LeD, human rights abuse and 

gender based development issues . the partner organisations being 

referred to are:

• house of traditional Leaders

• Commission on gender equality

• Woman support Centres

• eastern Cape Ngo Coalition

• eastern Cape Provincial Council of Churches

on the 4th october 2004 the Premier granted a total amount of r10 

million rand (ten million rand) from the fund to the aforementioned 

partner organisations . eCseCC’s role is to manage, monitor and 

evaluate the implementation of the Programme .

t h e  p r e m i e r ’s  p o v e r t y  a l l e v i a t i o n  f u n d  ( 2 0 0 5 / 2 0 0 9 )
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PoVert Y

Using the Income and Expenditure surveys of 1995 and 2000 as 

well as an institutional poverty threshold, statistics south Africa 

reported that both poverty and inequality have increased (stats 

sA, 2002). however, the south African government argues that 

poverty is multi-dimensional, and that access to services has 

the effect both of improving the well-being of poor households, 

and also of reducing their exclusion or vulnerability to adverse 

relations of inclusion. may and Woolard (2005) show that from 

the perspective of basic service delivery, the gap between 

the poor and non-poor has narrowed in the post-apartheid 

era. however, it should be cautioned that these results do not 

comment on the quality of the service, or on whether the supply 

of the service has been disconnected.

The districts hardest hit by poverty are those located in the 

former Transkei regions: or Tambo 77.6%, Alfred nzo 75.4%, 

Ukhahlamba 74.6% and Chris hani 72.1%. (Using UnIsA’s 

bureau for market research minimum living level, which 

is calculated at r893 per month for one person household to 

r3300 per month for an 8 person household)

PerCeNtage of PeoPLe IN PoVert Y

District municipality / metro 2005

Cacadu 47 .9%

amatole 63 .0%

Chris hani 72 .1%

Ukhahlamba 74 .6%

o .r .tambo 77 .6%

alfred Nzo 75 .4%

Nelson Mandela Metro 38 .6%

eastern Cape 64 .7%

source: global Insight, 2005
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hIghLIghts

During the 2005/2006 financial year eCseCC embarked on a proc-

ess of updating policies, procedures and systems, including the 

development of a new human resource policy, a Performance 

Management Development system and a supply Chain Manage-

ment policy . It is the responsibility of the administrative Unit, to 

implement, administer and manage these policies . In addition, 

the unit provides efficient logistical and administrative support to 

the various programmes and projects of eCseCC .

as a result of these changes in the operational policies and 

systems of the organisation, eCseCC was able to re-contract 

with its entire staff based on market related remuneration and 

performance related agreements, as well as employ a number 

of new professionals in the organisation . this has seen eCseCC 

placing greater emphasis on human resource management and 

development as a strategy to attract and retain skills .

str ategIC thrUst

the administrative Unit of eCseCC is a support function which 

aims to implement best practices to ensure that eCseCC is 

optimally managed . given the increase in eCseCC personnel, 

protocols regarding management of staff, human resource 

policies and performance appraisals have become of the utmost 

importance . Key objectives of the administrative Unit include:

• Managing the development of strategic and annual Performance 

Plans and preparing annual and Quarterly reports;

• Positively enabling programme activities by maintaining an 

efficient and effective support function;

• Managing the human resource capacity efficiently and in 

accordance with prescribed legislation and policies;

• Maintaining a good internal control environment .

a d m i n i s t r a t i v e  u n i t
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MeMBers of the  eCseCC BoarD of DIreCtors

MeC t Mhlahlo (Chairperson) Provincial Minister of safety, Liaison, roads & transport
Chairman of social Needs
Cabinet Committee

(provincial government)

Dr s Muthwa Director general, office of the Premier, eastern Cape (provincial government)

Mrs M Kusambiza Director, eastern Cape Ngo Coalition (civil society)

Mr L Ngandi Chairperson, eastern Cape Ngo Coalition (civil society)

Mr M sigabi executive Mayor, Chris hani District Muicipality (local government)

Mr C Magwangqana Director, saLga eastern Cape (local government)

Mr X Phakati Provincial secretary, CosatU (labour)

Mr I Jim Provincial secretary, NUMsa (labour)

Dr M tom Deputy Vice Chancellor, fort hare University (higher education)

Dr s Matoti academic Planner/Campus Director, Walter sisulu University (higher education)

Mr s sizani Independent businessperson (non-constituent member)

Mr Z tini representative, Border Kei Chamber of Business
Chairperson, eLIDZ

(business)

Mr t Ndoda President, Business eastern Cape (business)

Mr a Murray (executive) executive Director, eCseCC
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• Control of cash and other resources on a daily basis;

• Preparation of budgets, analysis of expenditure against budget 

on a quarterly basis;

• Maintaining a good internal control environment;

• Preparation of financial statement for auditing purposes;

• timeous financial reporting to all stakeholders .

hIghLIghts

a key highlight for eCseCC is the unqualified audit opinion for the 

year under review . (audited financial statements are available 

from eCseCC offices for all interested parties) .

str ategIC thrUst

the finance Unit within eCseCC strives to implement best 

practice to ensure that eCseCC is optimally managed . the aim 

of the Unit is to operate in an efficient, effective manner with 

maximum flexibility while still maintaining accountability and  

good internal controls . the finance Unit operates under the 

framework of treasury regulations, the PfMa, and the Companies 

act . In the public sector, financial management focuses on 

transparency, prioritisation of scarce resources and value for 

money,  thus rendering the best possible services to the country’s 

people with the available resources . government funding received 

by eCseCC for the year 2005/2006 amounted to r 8 300 000 for 

eCseCC core programs, r 7 500 000 for ‘the Premiers fund” and 

r 9 000 000 for eCaC, bringing total government funding to r 24 

800 000 . the finance Unit at eCseCC strives to ensure value for 

money and accountability in the spending of these public funds . 

service delivery achievements for the period under review were 

as follows; 

f i n a n c e  u n i t
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administrative expenditure r 712 315 8 .49 %
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equipment r 192 701 2 .30 %
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Personnel expenditure r 1 134 019 16 .04 %
administrative expenditure r 550 036 7 .78 %
stores/Consumables/Publications r 1 082 255 15 .31 %
equipment r 248 347 3 .51 %
Professional/special services r 2 410 238 34 .09 %
travel expenditure/Workshops r 1 644 408 23 .26 %
Total Expenditure r 7 069 303
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administrative expenditure r 636 410 7 .86 %
stores/Consumables/Publications r 455 434 5 .63 %
equipment r 276 230 3 .41 %
Professional/special services r1 101 856 13 .62 %
travel expenditure/Workshops r 226 382 2 .80 %
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Personnel expenditure r 5 472 030 65 .80 %
administrative expenditure r 657 298 7 .90 %
stores/Consumables/Publications r 426 686 5 .13 %
equipment r 435 370 5 .24 %
Professional/special services r 943 500 11 .35 %
travel expenditure/Workshops r 381 395 4 .59 %
Total Expenditure r 8 316 279
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